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We study turbulence in the one-dimensional Burgers equation with a white-in-time, Gaussian random
force that has a Fourier-space spectrum �1=k, where k is the wave number. From very high-resolution
numerical simulations, in the limit of vanishing viscosity, we find evidence for multiscaling of velocity
structure functions which cannot be falsified by standard tests. We find a new artifact in which logarithmic
corrections can appear disguised as anomalous scaling and conclude that bifractal scaling is likely.
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Homogeneous, isotropic fluid turbulence is often char-
acterized by the order-p velocity structure functions

Sp�‘� � h�f ~v� ~x� ~‘� 	 ~v� ~x�g � �
~‘
‘��

pi, where ~v� ~x� is the ve-
locity at point ~x and the angular brackets denote an average
over the statistical steady state of the turbulent fluid. For
separations ‘ in the inertial range, 	d � ‘� L, one has
Sp�‘� � ‘�p . Here 	d is the small length scale at which
dissipation becomes important; L is the large length scale
at which energy is fed into the fluid. The 1941 theory (K41)
of Kolmogorov [1] predicts simple scaling with exponents
�K41p � p=3. By contrast, experiments and direct numeri-
cal simulations (DNS) suggest multiscaling with �p a non-
linear, monotonically increasing, convex function of p, not
predictable by dimensional analysis [2]. However, the
Reynolds numbers achieved in DNS are limited, so the
exponents �p have to be extracted from numerical fits over
inertial ranges that extend, at best, over a decade in ‘. The
processing of experimental data—although they can
achieve much higher Reynolds numbers—involves other
well known difficulties [3]. It is important therefore to
establish, or rule out, multiscaling of structure functions
in simpler forms of turbulence, such as passive-scalar,
passive-vector, or Burgers turbulence. Significant progress,
both analytical and numerical, has been made in confirm-
ing multiscaling in passive-scalar and passive-vector prob-
lems (see, e.g., Ref. [4] for a review). The linearity of the
passive-scalar and passive-vector equations is a crucial
ingredient of these studies, so it is not clear how they can
be generalized to fluid turbulence and the Navier-Stokes
equation.

Here we revisit the one-dimensional, Burgers equation
with stochastic self-similar forcing, studied earlier in
Refs. [5,6]. It is by far the simplest nonlinear partial
differential equation that has the potential to display multi-
scaling of velocity structure functions [6], and it is akin to
the Navier-Stokes equation. In particular, we investigate
the statistical properties of the solutions to

@tu� u@xu � �@xxu� f�x; t�; (1)
05=94(19)=194501(4)$23.00 19450
in the limit of vanishing viscosity �! 0. Here u is the
velocity, and f�x; t� is a zero-mean, space-periodic
Gaussian random force with

hf̂�k1; t1�f̂�k2; t2�i � 2D0jkj
���t1 	 t2���k1 � k2� (2)

and f̂�k; t� the spatial Fourier transform of f�x; t�. We
restrict ourselves to the case � � 	1 and assume spatial
periodicity of period L. Earlier studies [5,6] suggested that
Eqs. (1) and (2), with � � 	1, show a nonequilibrium
statistical steady state with bifractal scaling: this means
that velocity structure functions of order p � 3 exhibit
self-similar scaling with exponents p=3 and implies a
K41-type 	5=3 energy spectrum, predictable by dimen-
sional analysis, whereas those of order p � 3 have expo-
nents all equal to unity being dominated by the finite
number of shocks, with O�L1=3� strength, typically present
in the periodic domain; this bifractal scaling is somewhat
similar to that observed when the Burgers equation is
forced only at large spatial scales [7,8].

We overcome the limitations of these earlier studies
[5,6] by adapting the algorithm of Refs. [9,10] to develop
a state of the art technique for the numerical solution of
Eqs. (1) and (2), in the �! 0 limit. This yields velocity
profiles [Fig. 1(a)] with shocks at all length scales resolved.
Structure functions [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] exhibit power-law
behavior over nearly three decades of r; this is more than
two decades better than in Ref. [5]. In principle, it should
then be possible to measure the scaling exponents
[Fig. 1(b)] with enough accuracy to decide between bi-
fractality and multiscaling. A naive analysis [Fig. 2(a)]
does suggest multiscaling [11]. However, given that simple
scaling or bifractal scaling can sometimes be mistaken for
multiscaling in a variety of models [12,13], it behooves us
to check if this is the case here. We describe below our
numerical procedure and the various tests we have carried
out.

In our simulations we use L � 2� and D0 � 1 without
loss of generality. The spatial mesh size is �x � L=N
where N is the number of grid points. To approximate
1-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Representative snapshots of the force f and the velocity u ( jagged line), in the statistically stationary
regime; the velocity develops small-scale fluctuations much stronger than those present in the force. Log-log plots of the structure
function Sabsp �r� versus r for N � 220 and (b) p � 3 and (c) p � 4. The straight line indicates the least-squares fit to the range of scales
limited by the two vertical dashed lines in the plots. The resulting multiscaling exponents  p (see text) are shown by horizontal lines in
the insets with plots of the local slopes versus r.
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the forcing, we use the ‘‘kicking’’ strategy of Ref. [9] in
which the white-in-time force is approached by shot noise.
Between successive kicks we evolve the velocity by using
the following well known result on the solutions to the
unforced Burgers equation in the limit of vanishing vis-
cosity (see, e.g., Ref. [8]): the velocity potential  (such
that u � 	@x ) obeys the maximum principle

 �x; t0� � max
y

�
 �y; t� 	

�x	 y�2

2�t0 	 t�

�
; t0 > t: (3)

The search for the maxima in Eq. (3) requires only
O�Nlog2N� operations [10] because, under Burgers dy-
namics, colliding Lagrangian particles form shocks and
do not cross each other. At small scales we want to have
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The multiscaling exponents  p versus or
grid points. Error bars (see text) are shown for the case N � 220. T
lines), shown as an inset, suggest naive multiscaling. (b) Log-log plo
shock strengths s obtained from an average over 1000 snapshots from
points in the range 	5 & log10�P�s�� & 	2:5, yields $ � 	2:70 (a
value); the simple-scaling prediction $ � 	3 is indicated by the
probability distribution function, �c��u�r�� (dashed line: positive �
�u�r� for length scale r � 800�x. (c) Log-log plots of S3�r� (cross
continuous line is a least-squares fit to the range of points limited by
Eq. (6) from our simulations, plotted on a log-log scale. The dashed
equation has been obtained for N � 220 (�) (run B1).
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unforced Burgers dynamics with well identifiable shocks.
At least four mesh points are needed for unambiguous
identification of a shock; since the maximum wave number
isN=2, we set f̂�k; t� � 0 beyond an ultraviolet cutoff � �
N=8.

Specifically, at time tn � n�t we add fn�x�
�����
�t

p
to the

Burgers velocity u�x; t�, where the fn�x�s are independent
Gaussian random functions with zero mean and a Fourier-
space spectrum �1=k, for k <�. The time step �t is
chosen to satisfy the following conditions: ��x=2u0�<
�t ’ �1=L��2=3�L=u0�, where u0 is the characteristic ve-
locity difference at large length scales O�L�. The first
ensures that a typical Lagrangian particle moves at least
half the mesh size in time �t (otherwise, it would stay put)
−2 0log
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der p for Eqs. (1) and (2) with N � 216 (�), 218 (*), and 220 (�)
he deviation of  p from the exponents for bifractal scaling (full
ts of the cumulative probability distribution function Pc�s� versus

run B1. A least-squares fit to the form Pc�s� � s$, for the dark
similar analysis for runs B2 and B3 yields essentially the same
straight line. The inset shows log-log plots of the cumulative
u; continuous line: negative �u) versus the velocity difference
es), Sabs3 �r� (dashed line), and h���u�3i (squares) versus r. The
two vertical dashed lines in the plot. Inset: An explicit check of
line is the right-hand side of Eq. (6); the left-hand side of this
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[14]; the second, which expresses that �t is comparable to
the turnover times at the scale L=�, guarantees that, at
scales larger than L=�, the time step, �t, is small compared
to all dynamically significant times, but still permits the
formation of individual shocks at smaller scales. Finally, as
our simulations are very long, for the stochastic force we
use a good-quality random-number generator with a long
repeat period of 270 due to Knuth [15]. The main character-
istics of the runs performed are summarized in Table I.

In addition to the usual structure functions, we have used
Sabsp �r�, defined by

Sabsp �r� � hj�u�x; r�jpi � r p ; (4)

�u�x; r� � u�x� r� 	 u�x�; (5)

from which we extract the exponents  p. For each value of
N we have calculated  p for p � m=4, with integers 1 �

m � 20. Figure 2(a) summarizes the results of our calcu-
lations concerning the exponents  p, for N � 216, 218, and
220; any systematic change in the values of these exponents
with N is much less than the error bars determined by the
procedure described below. Thus in all other plots we
present data from our simulations with N � 220 grid
points. The representative log-log plots of Figs. 1(b) and
1(c) of Sabsp �r� for p � 3 and 4 show power-law régimes
that extend over nearly three decades of r=L. We obtain our
estimates for the exponents  p as follows: for a given value
of p we first determine the local slopes of the plot of
logSabsp versus logr by least-squares fits to all triplets of
consecutive points deep inside the power-law regime [16].
These regions extend over one and a half decades of r=L as
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The value of  p we quote
[Fig. 2(a)] is the mean of these local slopes, and the error
bars shown are the maximum and minimum local slopes in
these regions.

Figure 2(a) shows that our results for  p, indicated by
circles for N � 220, deviate significantly from the
bifractal-scaling prediction (full lines). As we shall see,
this deviation need not necessarily imply ‘‘multiscaling’’
for the structure functions. We have also considered the
possibility of already well understood artifacts, such as the
role of temporal transients [12] and finite-size effects
which can round sharp bifractal transitions [13], and de-
TABLE I. Different parameters used in our runs B1, B2, and
B3. )L � L=u0 is the equivalent of the large-eddy-turnover time.
Data from Ttr time steps are discarded so that transients die
down. We then average our data over a time Tav.

Run N �t � )L Ttr Tav

B1 220 5� 10	4 217 1.0 2.0 22
B2 218 1� 10	4 215 1.0 2.0 20
B3 216 1� 10	4 213 1.0 2.0 120
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cided that they do not play any major role in the present
problem [17].

Consider Pc�s�, the cumulative probability distribution
function of shock strengths s. Simple-scaling arguments
predict Pc�s� � s$, with $ � 	3, which follows by de-
manding that Pc�s� remain invariant if lengths are scaled
by a factor & and velocities by &	1=3. One of the signatures
of multiscaling would be deviations of $ from this scaling
value. However, the following argument favors $ � 	3:
the total input energy, Ein �

R
�
k0
D�k�dk� ln�, where � is

the ultraviolet cutoff. In the limit of vanishing viscosity, the
energy dissipation in the Burgers equation occurs only at
the shocks and is proportional to the cube of the shock
strength [8], so the total energy dissipation is ��R
smax
smin

P�s�s3ds. Here P�s� � �dPc�s�=ds� � s$	1 is the
probability distribution function (PDF) of shock strengths
and smin and smax are, respectively, the minimum and
maximum shock strengths. A steady state can occur only
if Ein and � have the same asymptotic properties as � !
1, i.e., �� ln���; this requires $ � 	3. By contrast we
find $ ’ 	2:7 [Fig. 2(b)] by a naive least-squares fit to the
tail of Pc�s� [18]. This suggests that the results of our
simulation are far from the limit � ! 1, although more
than a million grid points are used. Hence the ‘‘anoma-
lous’’ exponents in Fig. 2(a) might well be suspect.

To explore this further, consider the third-order structure
function of velocity differences, without the absolute
value, namely, S3�r� � h�u3i. From Eqs. (1) and (2) fol-
lows the exact relation

1

6
S3�r� �

Z r

0
F�y�dy; (6)

where F�y� is the spatial part of the force correlation
function, defined by hf�x� y; t0�f�x; t�i � F�y���t	 t0�.
We obtain this analog of the von Kármán–Howarth relation
in fluid turbulence by a simple generalization of the proof
given in Ref. [9] for the Burgers equation forced determin-
istically at large spatial scales. An explicit check of Eq. (6)
provides a stringent test of our simulations [Fig. 2(c),
inset]. Furthermore, Eq. (6) implies that S3�r� � r log�r�
for small r and thus should display significant curvature in
a log-log plot, as is indeed seen in Fig. 2(c). By contrast
Sabsp �r� [Fig. 2(c)] displays much less curvature and can be
fitted over nearly three decades in �r=L� to a power law
with an anomalous exponent of 0.85. This anomalous
behavior is probably an artifact as we now show. Let us
define the positive (negative) part of the velocity increment
��u (�	u) equal to �u when �u � 0 and to zero when
�u < 0 (to �u when �u � 0 and to zero when �u > 0).
Obviously S3�r� � h���u�3i � h��	u�3i, whereas
Sabsp �r� � h���u�3i 	 h��	u�3i. The log-log plot of
h���u�3i � �1=2��S3�r� � Sabs3 �r�� in Fig. 2(c) is much
straighter than those for S3�r� and Sabs3 �r� and leads to a
scaling exponent 1:07� 0:02, very close to unity. For a
moment assume that h���u�3i, indeed, has a scaling ex-
1-3
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ponent of unity. Given that S3�r� has, undoubtedly, a
logarithmic correction, it follows that Sabs3 �r� has (except
for a change in sign) the same logarithmic correction in its
leading term (for small r) but differs by a subleading
correction proportional to r. This subleading correction
is equivalent to replacing r log�r� by r log�&r� for a suit-
ably chosen factor &. In a log-log plot this shifts the graph
away from where it is most curved and thus makes it
straighter, albeit with a (local) slope which is not unity.

An independent check of h���u�3i � r is obtained by
plotting the cumulative probabilities, �c, of positive and
negative velocity increments (for a separation r � 800�x)
in Fig. 2(b) [19]. For positive increments �c falls off faster
than any negative power of �u, but, for negative ones, there
is a range of increments over which �c � j�uj	3, the same
	3 law seen in Pc�s� earlier. Indeed, the negative incre-
ments are dominated by the contribution from shocks. Just
as Pc�s� has cutoffs smin and smax, �c has cutoffs u	min�r�
and u	max�r� for negative velocity increments. Since �c

falls off as j�uj	3, u	max can be taken to be 1; furthermore
as the PDF of velocity differences, ���u� � d��c�=d��u�,
must be normalizable, we find u	min�r� � r1=3. We now
know enough about the form of � to obtain, in agreement
with our arguments above, that S3�r� � 	Ar ln�r� � Br
and Sabs3 �r� � Ar ln�r� � Br, whence h���u�3i � Br. The
presence of this cutoff yields a logarithmic term in both S3
and Sabs3 but with different signs agreeing with the argu-
ments given in the previous paragraph.

By a similar approach, we find S4�r� � Cr	Dr4=3,
where C and D are two positive constants. The negative
sign before the subleading term �r4=3� is crucial. It implies
that, for any finite r, a naive power-law fit to S4 can yield a
scaling exponent less than unity. The presence of sublead-
ing, power-law terms with opposite signs also explains the
small apparent anomalous scaling behavior observed for
other values of p in our simulations. A similar artifact
involving two competing power laws has been described
in Ref. [20].

In conclusion, we have performed very high-resolution
numerical simulations of the stochastically forced Burgers
equation with a 1=k forcing spectrum. A naive interpreta-
tion of our data shows apparent multiscaling phenomenon.
But our detailed analysis has identified a hitherto-unknown
numerical artifact by which simple biscaling can masquer-
ade as multiscaling. Our work illustrates that the elucida-
tion of multiscaling in spatially extended nonlinear
systems, including the Navier-Stokes equation, requires
considerable theoretical insight that must supplement state
of the art numerical simulations and experiments.
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